
Our design proposal is a dynamic response to the brief focusing on the historical spring characteristics of the site. The 
river has always been the gathering point of activities in historical times, our aim was to recreate the vibrant atmosphere 
associated with it. Our main focuses were on ‘sense of place’ , ‘timber buildings’ and green connections, We took the 
1950’s underground spring map as our starting point and focused on using the corresponding land above as shared 
spaces where public interaction can take place. Our built spaces are closely interlinked with alternative circulation routes 
running at different levels both for public and private use. Our design cultivates green space as an echoing element to 
the surrounding green frame, with the addition of green roofs and gardens it not only encourages public interaction but 
also decreases the heat island effect.
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ARK in ThE PARK



1. SiTE
Avon river creates a strong contrast with the existing city grid especially the 
angles at which it intersects with the grid.

2. undER-gRound SPRingS
Focusing on the ‘sense of place’ and the historical aspects of the site.

3. SPRing gEoMETRY
Abstracting the spring angles in a general direction

4. PuBLiC SPACES & CouRTYARdS
Using the cut spaces as open public courtyards (devided into four separate 
sections for four separate properties)-echoes the river’s active characteristic

5. CiRCuLATion
Passages created between each property line to create permeability; main 
circulation route is derived from the direction of the underground springs.

6. MASSing FoRM
Facades facing the courtyard are cut at 60o sloping away, to emphasize the 
shared space.

7. ModuLAR MASSing
Buildings are further shaped with a modular system using the diagonal cuts.

8. FunCTionS
Every building is mix used with the lower levels being more concentrated 
on public permeability and the upper more focused on private living.

9. gREEn ConnECTionS
Creates a very strong connection between each building as a whole and 
generates a positive atmosphere for its inhabitants.

Residential  [3400m2] 

Food & Retail  [2400m2]

Commercial  [2000m2]

Theatre  [300 seats]
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